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Abstract
Aluminum alloy is the main structural material of aircraft, launch vehicle, spaceship, and space station and is processed by milling. However, tool wear and vibration are the bottlenecks in the milling process of aviation aluminum
alloy. The machining accuracy and surface quality of aluminum alloy milling depend on the cutting parameters,
material mechanical properties, machine tools, and other parameters. In particular, milling force is the crucial factor to
determine material removal and workpiece surface integrity. However, establishing the prediction model of milling
force is important and difficult because milling force is the result of multiparameter coupling of process system. The
research progress of cutting force model is reviewed from three modeling methods: empirical model, finite element
simulation, and instantaneous milling force model. The problems of cutting force modeling are also determined. In
view of these problems, the future work direction is proposed in the following four aspects: (1) high-speed milling is
adopted for the thin-walled structure of large aviation with large cutting depth, which easily produces high residual
stress. The residual stress should be analyzed under this particular condition. (2) Multiple factors (e.g., eccentric swing
milling parameters, lubrication conditions, tools, tool and workpiece deformation, and size effect) should be considered comprehensively when modeling instantaneous milling forces, especially for micro milling and complex surface
machining. (3) The database of milling force model, including the corresponding workpiece materials, working condition, cutting tools (geometric figures and coatings), and other parameters, should be established. (4) The effect of
chatter on the prediction accuracy of milling force cannot be ignored in thin-walled workpiece milling. (5) The cutting
force of aviation aluminum alloy milling under the condition of minimum quantity lubrication (mql) and nanofluid
mql should be predicted.
Keywords: Milling, Aluminum alloy, Force model, Empirical model, Finite element model, Instantaneous milling force
model
1 Introduction
Aviation aluminum alloy has high specific strength,
low density, good thermal conductivity, corrosion
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resistance, and other properties, which make it widely
used in aerospace manufacturing, automobile, and
other industries [1]. In the aviation manufacturing
industry, the integrated design is adopted to improve
flight maneuverability, load, and ability of long-distance voyage and many skeleton parts, especially the
main load-bearing structural parts [2, 3]. At present,
the civil airliners in use, such as the new Boeing 787
and Airbus A380, are dominated by aluminum alloy
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[4, 5]. Moreover, the structural parts of the front fuselage, middle fuselage, middle fuselage, nose, and wings
of the C919 are nearly all made of aluminum. Analyzing the aircraft types of major international civil aircraft manufacturers indicates that ultra-high-strength
aluminum alloy still occupies an important position
as the structural material of aircraft [6]. Ultra-highstrength aluminum alloy has a broad market application prospect in the aviation field as observed in the
overall situation of developing civil large passenger
aircraft in China [7].
Complex cavities, ribs, and platforms are often
formed on the structural parts during the strength
design to reduce the weight in the design process
because of the large size, thin workpiece, and low
relative stiffness of aeronautical structural parts.
The aircraft structure easily deforms in the process
of machining due to its large size and thin structure
[8]. CNC milling method is mainly used, such as aircraft engine compressor wheel, inducer, impeller, and
stressed structural members (e.g., girder stringer, bulkhead, integral panel, wing rib, landing gear, and aircraft skin frame) because of the complex structure of
aircraft [9–12]. However, low cutting efficiency, easy
deformation, and surface integrity of structural parts
are the main problems that restrict the processing of
aluminum alloy structural parts [13].
In the process of milling, milling parameters mainly
include milling depth, speed, and feed rate [14–16]. In
the selection of milling parameters, attention should be
paid to the matching between workpiece and tool materials to maximize the machining characteristics of aircraft structural parts [17, 18]. High-speed milling adopts
the processing mode of high speed, high feed, and low
cutting quantity. The milling force of the cutting tool is
greatly reduced under the mode of high milling speed,
and this condition effectively reduces the deformation
error caused by the milling force. Therefore, high-speed
milling processing can achieve superior effect in the processing of thin-walled parts of aviation aluminum alloy
and parts with poor rigidity fruit [19]. Nowadays, the
commonly used cutting schemes in high-speed milling
are high cutting speed, medium feed rate, and small cutting depth. However, the setting of parameters in highspeed milling needs to be comprehensively considered
from various aspects of workpiece, cutter, and equipment
to ensure the machining quality and accuracy of aircraft
structural parts to the maximum extent [20]. The angle
of tool will also greatly affect the machining effect of
the tool. The rake angle will considerably affect the service life of the tool. The rake angle of the tool in rough
machining can be appropriately reduced to improve the
service life of the tool, while the rake angle of the tool
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should be appropriately increased in the finishing process
[21–23].
Radial and axial cutting depth parameters are important. In the process of aircraft structural part processing,
choosing smaller axial cutting depth and larger radial cutting depth is beneficial after considering the processing
parameters of aircraft structural parts from the aspects
of milling force and residual stress in high-speed milling.
Jiang et al. [24] established a milling force model and analyzed the influence of cutter geometry parameters (helical and front angle) and milling parameters (axial cutting
depth, radial cutting depth, and feed per tooth) on milling force. The cutter in the milling mode of aircraft structural parts should be milling in the way of down milling,
and the cutter should be cut slowly to reduce its radial
force on the aircraft structural parts. Layered cutting,
small cutting depth, and medium feed processing can
be adopted when milling the end face of aircraft structural parts. Cycloid cutting method is needed for the
corner part of the cavity of aircraft structural parts when
machining the internal cavity of aircraft structural parts.
This way avoids the deformation of workpiece caused by
the increase in milling force in the machining process
of aircraft structural parts and ensures their processing
quality. Cooling lubrication methods in milling, such as
pouring, dry, low-temperature cooling, minimum quantity lubrication (mql), nanofluid mql (nmql), and cryogenic mql, can also affect tool wear and surface integrity
of structural parts [25–31].
The milling force directly affects the deformation and
surface integrity of workpiece, and the milling force is the
result of the coupling of multiparameters, such as milling
depth, speed, feed rate, tool parameters, milling method,
and cooling lubrication mode [32]. Therefore, the active
prediction of milling force plays an important role in preventing machining deformation and improving the surface integrity and machining efficiency.
Scholars are currently conducting in-depth research
on milling force modeling. Three milling force models
are introduced in literature [33–35]. One is the empirical model, that is, the milling force is fitted into the function of cutting speed, feed per tooth, and axial and radial
cutting depth depending on metal cutting theory. This
model requires fitting of a large number of experimental
data. The second is the finite element model. This model
needs to be combined with the simulation software,
which can be used for the finite element simulation of
milling force and has a certain guiding role in the prediction of milling force. However, the prediction accuracy
needs to be strengthened due to the deviation between
the simulation and actual milling processes. The third is
analytical model. The most common one is the model
describing the instantaneous milling force. The model
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has the advantages of clear steps, high accuracy, and relatively simple program implementation process.
1.1 Empirical Model

The empirical model of milling force represents the milling force as a function of milling parameters, and the
coefficients of the function are obtained through several
milling experiments. Kwang et al. [36] established a milling force model by means of several experiments and
statistical principles. They also analyzed the influence of
spindle speed, feed per tooth, and radial and axial cutting depth on milling force. Yuan et al. [37] researched
a quadratic model of predicting milling force using the
response surface methodology. Shao et al. [38] conducted
aluminum alloy milling experiment by using multi-factor
orthogonal test method. They also established the empirical model of milling force of cemented carbide end mill.
1.2 Finite Element Model

The finite element method is commonly used research
method in numerical simulation technology. This
method can reproduce all kinds of physical phenomena
in the machining process according to the actual processing conditions compared with other methods. M. R.
Lajczok of North Carolina State University applied the
finite element method in 1980 to study the main problems in the cutting process and preliminarily analyzed
the cutting process. In recent years, the research on finite
element simulation of metal cutting has become comprehensive at home and abroad and obtained achievements
[39]. These models include orthogonal model, oblique
angle model, 2D simulation, and 3D simulation, which
are used to analyze the chip formation process, tool wear
and geometric parameter optimization, and distribution
of machining stress and temperature fields [40–43]. Saffar et al. [44] used the solid model of milling cutter to
simulate the milling force and tool deformation, and the
simulation results agree well with the theoretical calculation and experimental results. Gonzalo et al. [45] used
the solid model of a double tooth cutter to conduct finite
element analysis on the milling process for obtaining the
milling force.
1.3 Instantaneous Milling Force Model

The geometry of the cutting edge of a milling cutter is
generally complex space helix. As a result, the cutting
state of each point on the cutting edge differs. The analytical modeling of milling force has two forms of tool
geometry model: integral and differential separation.
Abrari, Engin, Mann, and Bhattacharyya [46–49] established the milling force model and gave the integral form
of instantaneous cutting thickness and other related
parameters based on the integral form of milling cutter.
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Most current studies use the differential discrete form
to establish the milling force model [45,50–52]. The cutting edge is divided into several micro cutting edge units
along the axis, which are called micro element cutting
edge or cutting micro element. The force acting on the
micro element cutting edge is called micro element cutting force. Each micro element is in the oblique cutting
state, and the total milling force is the vector sum of the
micro element cutting force. The milling force model
established by this method mainly includes three parts:
micro element cutting force, cutting force coefficient, and
instantaneous cutting thickness models [47, 53].
For a long time, scholars have made efforts to predict
metal cutting process. Machine tool manufacturers and
production workshops need to estimate the cutting force
in advance. Cutting force is an indispensable basis for
calculating cutting power, designing, and using machine
tools, tools, fixtures, and process systems. The prediction and measurement of milling force play an active role
in selecting cutting parameters and geometric parameters of cutting tools, improving cutting productivity,
and reducing production costs. The increasing number
of CNC machine and the continuous emergence of difficult-to-machine and special materials have made cutting tool reliability, chip, and chip control increasingly
important issues. Thus, we need to start from the various
physical natures of milling force to accurately clarify the
size of cutting force and its influence law. In this study,
the research status of aeronautical aluminum alloy conventional milling, micro milling, thin-walled milling, and
surface milling mechanical models are analyzed. Some
unsolved problems still exist in the research of aeronautical aluminum alloy milling force model. Thus, the
development trend of mechanical model research should
be determined. This study proposes four research directions of milling force: (1) high-speed milling is adopted
for the thin-walled structure of large aviation with large
cutting depth, which easily produces high residual stress
on the workpiece surface. Milling force is an important
affecting factor of the distribution of residual stress in
milling process. The residual stress should be analyzed
under this particular condition. (2) Most researchers
have mainly focused on one or two factors in establishing
the instantaneous milling force model, and milling force
is the result of multiparameter coupling, especially for
micro milling and complex surface machining. The modeling of milling force should comprehensively consider
multiple factors (e.g., milling parameters, lubrication
conditions, tool eccentric runout, tool and workpiece
deformation, and size effect). (3) Different numerical,
analytical, and experimental methods have been applied.
However, the database needs further development to
include new workpiece materials, tools (geometries and
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coatings), working condition, and uncertainty quantification. This way can increase its utility. (4) The stiffness
of thin-walled parts is very low. Thus, workpiece chatter
easily occurs in the final finishing process. This condition
is one of the affecting factors of the machining quality of
thin-walled workpiece. However, the chatter of cutting
tool and workpiece in the process of machining has been
ignored in the current research to simplify the milling
force model, which affects the accuracy of milling force
to a certain extent. (5) mql and nmql are resource-saving
and environment-friendly cooling lubrication methods,
which are widely used in milling. However, most force
models are established under dry or flood lubrication
conditions and few are under mql. Therefore, the prediction of milling force under mql and nmql should be further analyzed.
In conclusion, not only the latest development of aeronautical aluminum alloy milling force model is reviewed
but also the related research is comprehensively analyzed.
On the basis of summarizing the existing problems, the
development trend of milling force model research on
aviation aluminum alloy is predicted. The mechanical

Figure 1 The paper structure
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model of aviation aluminum alloy is mainly divided into
three aspects: empirical, finite element, and instantaneous milling force models. Thus, this study reviews the
three aspects. Figure 1 shows the structure of the review
paper.

2 Influence of Milling Force
The rapid development of aerospace, medical equipment,
and automobile manufacturing industries has increased
the application demand of aviation aluminum alloy materials [54]. Milling is an indispensable part in the processing of hard machining materials, in which the milling
force is always the focus of research [55]. The variation
law of milling force is the root of all other physical problems, and it directly affects the vibration, deformation,
cutting heat, and surface quality during milling, as shown
in Figure 2. The research of milling force has attracted
great attention of scholars. The establishment of systematic prediction model of milling force to optimize process parameters, reduce tool wear, optimize tool life, and
improve energy efficiency and surface machining quality
has become the focus of research [2].
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Figure 2 Effect of milling force

2.1 Influence on Milling Tools

Milling is common in the aviation industry. Complex end
mills are used for aircraft wing and engine parts. The tool
wear, static, and dynamic deformation caused by the flexibility of slender end mills hinder the productivity of such
operations [56–58]. Tool wear is considered a tribological
property, which propagates with the machining process
and further increases surface roughness [59]. Tool wear
directly affects the surface quality, tool life, dimensional
accuracy, and economy of the machining process [60].
An important parameter in the milling process is
the milling force. Milling force influences the power
consumption in the cutting process and the design of
machine tools, cutters, and fixtures. It is also an essential basis for selecting reasonable milling parameters.
At the same time, it can measure the milling power
and monitor the milling status. Milling force further
has an important effect on cutting heat and thus affects
tool wear, breakage, machining accuracy, and surface
quality of machined workpiece [61]. The milling force
can reflect not only the milling state in machining but
also the lubrication performance of various cutting
fluids. The improvement in lubrication performance
decreases the cutting force and improves the cutting
performance.
Aviation aluminum alloy materials are widely used in
the aviation industry because of their high strength and
toughness. However, large cutting force will cause tool
deviation and vibration during the machining process,
which result in tool wear; this condition influences the
surface quality, tooling life, dimensional accuracy, and
economy of the machining process [20]. Figure 3 shows
the cutting mechanism and tool wear diagram.

2.2 Influence on Workpiece Precision and Machining
Quality

The reliable and quantitative prediction of cutting force
in the milling process is important to predict power,
torque requirements, machine vibration, workpiece
surface quality, geometric accuracy, and chatter-free
cutting parameters [32]. Good machined surface quality plays an important role in the quality evaluation of
aviation parts. Surface roughness, which is an essential
index after machining, is the main reflection of different
cutting parameters and system performance [62]. In the
actual machining process, the modeling of milling force
for high-strength thin-walled parts is challenging due to
the variation of part and tool deflection and cutter shear
angle, and the generation of milling force is a principal
source of all machining errors.
The influence of tool eccentric runout and tool and
workpiece deformation in the conventional milling process can be ignored, and the uncut thickness can be
calculated only according to the feed rate of each tooth
and the micro element position angle. Milling force is
the key factor to characterize the machining process
of thin-walled parts and is the basis of evaluating tool
deformation, surface morphology, and cutting stability.
It is widely used in machine tools, fixtures, tool design,
tool wear monitoring, feed rate, other process parameter
optimization, and machining deformation control. The
milling of thin-walled workpiece requires high precision,
has difficulty, and requires high cutting tools to consider
tool runout, tool and workpiece deformation, tip cycloid
trajectory, and size effect.
The research is mainly focused on the three-axis side
wash machining of thin-walled parts with straight wall
structure, such as frame and plate. The material removal
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Schematic diagram of cutting mechanism
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Figure 3 Cutting mechanism and tool wear

of curved surface parts is obviously different from that
of flat plate parts. The influence of cutting parameters, tool parameters, and tool path on milling force of
curved surface parts is unclear. High-performance thinwalled parts with complex curved surface are widely
used, and higher requirements for machining accuracy
and surface quality are put forward. Ball end milling
cutter five-axis NC machining technology has been
effectively used to achieve high performance and efficiency of complex surface production technology. However, these parts usually have complex surface, thin wall,
and low stiffness. In addition, the time-varying instantaneous milling force in the process of five-axis machining
often leads to deformation deviation between the actual
machined and designed surfaces and even forms vibration marks and damage on the surface of the workpiece.
This condition seriously affects the performance and
stability of the product functional surface. Therefore,

establishing an accurate milling mechanical model and
analyzing the influence of milling force on the residual
stress of arc plate parts by combining the cutting performance of workpiece material, geometric characteristics of workpiece/cutter, and process parameters are
important.

3 Empirical Model
In the milling process, the empirical formula is mostly
obtained through several cutting experiments. The establishment of the empirical formula needs the cutting
force, cutting temperature, tool wear, and other data. The
obtained data are analyzed by multiple linear regression
method and MATLAB programming, and the function
expression is established. This method is an effective cutting force prediction method, especially for the prediction of cutting parameters and cutting force data other
than test data.
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3.1 Process of Modeling

Empirical modeling, namely, multiple regression analysis, is used to establish empirical formula by using a large
number of experimental data. A group of coefficients in
the empirical formula are used to roughly describe the
relationship between milling parameters and force. The
general method of empirical model is to use the tools
with specific materials and geometric parameters to conduct milling experiments on a certain kind of difficultto-machine material workpiece under certain milling
conditions and obtain a large number of experimental
data. The undetermined coefficients are determined by
statistical method [63, 64]. The establishment process of
empirical model is shown in Figure 4.
3.2 Research Status

According to the principle of metal cutting, a complex
exponential relationship exists between the milling force
and the cutting parameters under the premise of determining the geometric parameters of the machining
materials and tools. Variance analysis method is used to
determine the influence of spindle speed, axial cutting
depth, radial cutting depth, feed speed, and other cutting
parameters on cutting force. The basic formula of empirical model is expressed as Eq. (1) [65]:

F = CF nb1 abp2 abe 3 fzb4 z0 kF d,

(1)

where n is the milling speed (m/min), ap is the axial cutting depth (mm), ae is the radial cutting depth, fz is the
feed speed (mm/min), d is the milling cutter diameter
(mm), z0 is the number of teeth in milling cutter, and kF is
the correction factor.
In conventional end milling, Pan et al. [66] comprehensively considered the influence of milling parameters
and tool helix angle on cutting force, applied the full factor experimental design and multiple regression analysis
technology, took the spiral angle, axial, and radial cutting

Spindle speed
Empirical formula for
milling force

Axial cutting depth
Radial cutting depth
feedrate

Linear treatment

Orthogonal experiment

Matlab aided calculation

Empirical formula
Checking

Figure 4 Empirical modeling process

Orthogonal experimental
factor level table

depth as input parameters, and adopted three-factor
and three-level orthogonal test to establish the milling force prediction model of aviation aluminum alloy
7050-T7451. At the same time, Tang et al. [67] also established the empirical model of 7050-T7451 in the same
way. The research results show that the milling depth has
the greatest influence on the milling force, and it is followed by the feed rate and milling width per tooth. The
least influence is exhibited by the milling speed. Different from the traditional empirical formula, Shao et al.
[38] regarded milling speed as an independent factor,
conducted four-factor and four-level orthogonal experiment on aluminum alloy 7050-T7451, and established an
empirical model, which provides basis for tool design and
cutting parameter selection.
Guo conducted milling experiment by using multifactor orthogonal test method, analyzed the experimental method of five factors and four levels by using matrix
simplification method, and established an empirical
model of CNC milling force for material 7075-T7351
[68]. The average error of X direction milling force is
1.78%, Y direction average error is 1.425%, and Z direction average error is 6.61%. Therefore, the proposed milling force model is applicable in the current processing
equipment and environment, and the predicted theoretical value of each direction milling force is reliable. Wang
et al. [69] used a 6-DOF robot to conduct high-speed
milling experiments on aluminum alloy by the multi-factor orthogonal test method. A prediction model of aluminum alloy milling force was established on the basis
of the principle of probability statistics and regression
analysis.
Problems, such as cutter rebounding, cutter-drawing,
overcutting, and processing deformation, often occur
in the processing of aeronautical aluminum alloy thinwalled structural parts with low stiffness due to its small
thickness. These problems affect the machining accuracy.
Some scholars have established an empirical model of
milling force to reasonably select milling parameters and
optimize process parameters for addressing the abovementioned problems. Sun et al. [70] designed a milling orthogonal experiment according to the influence of
milling depth, milling speed, feed rate, and milling cutter radius, analyzed the experimental, and established
the empirical model of milling force for aluminum alloy
6061. The average error of milling force in X direction is
3.8%, that in Y direction is 5.2%, and that in Z direction is
7%. The empirical model also lays a solid foundation for
further optimization of milling process parameters and
deformation analysis of thin-walled parts.
The development of aerospace technology has made
micro parts increasingly important, which brings
new challenges to the fabrication of micromechanical
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structures with good surface quality, high-dimensional
accuracy, and small machining error. Micro milling
technology has been widely used at home and abroad
because of its high machining accuracy, simple process,
less material constraints, high processing efficiency, and
ability to process complex 3D micro structures. Micro
milling force is an important physical parameter in the
study of micro milling process, and it has a direct effect
on the generation of cutting heat, tool wear, tool life, and
workpiece surface quality. At the same time, it is also an
important basis for calculating cutting power, monitoring cutting process and tool working state, and designing
machine tools, fixtures, and tools. Therefore, establishing
a reliable micro milling force prediction model is important for machining parameter optimization, chatter prevention, and processing power demand prediction [71,
72]. In the research of micro milling, some scholars have
established the empirical model of micro milling force by
combining the traditional empirical modeling method.
Zhang [73] established an empirical model of single peak
value of micro milling force on cutting speed, spindle
speed, and feed rate through orthogonal experiment of
micro milling and achieved good prediction effect. On
the basis of the relationship between tool wear and micro
milling force, Bao [74] established an empirical model of
the maximum amplitude of micro milling force on the
milling distance and controlled the prediction error of
micro milling force amplitude within ±1.1 N or 3% by
genetic algorithm.
The milling force of arc plate parts is a common problem in the field of aerospace. A deep and detailed understanding of the milling force in the milling process is
important to ensure the machining accuracy and improve
the machining efficiency. Zhang et al. [75] established the
empirical model of arc edge end mill in machining aluminum alloy 2219 arc plate and obtained the variation
law of milling force under different milling parameters

Figure 5 Milling along arc line and generatrix of arc plate [75]
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through orthogonal experiment. Empirical models of
milling force along arc line and generatrix of arc plate
were built. The milling force empirical models of Fx, Fy,
and Fz when cutting along the arc line and generatrix of
arc plate are shown in Figure 5. When cutting along the
arc plate line, the milling force errors in the three directions are 3.86%, 2.65%, and 4.42%, respectively, all of
which are less than 10%. The empirical model of milling
force for 2219 arc plate is applicable under the current
working conditions. The milling force errors along the
three directions of arc plate generatrix are 7.2%, 3.4%,
and 8.1%, respectively. The error values in all directions
are less than 10%, which indicates that the predicted values of the model agree well with the experimental values.
The prediction method of the empirical model is to
establish first- or second-order empirical formula by
multiple regression analysis based on experimental data.
The relationship between milling parameters and force is
roughly described by a set of coefficients in the empirical
formula.
The general method of modeling is to use the tools
with specific materials and geometric parameters to conduct milling experiments on a certain kind of difficultto-machine material workpiece under certain milling
conditions. Without considering the cutting mechanism
and the material removal process, the mathematical law
behind the cutting force and cutting parameters can be
found. This model mainly considers the influence of cutting speed, feed per tooth, axial cutting depth, and radial
cutting depth on milling force. Then, the final empirical
formula is obtained by Taguchi orthogonal experiment.
The model needs many experiments to collect a large
number of experimental data for ensuring the accuracy
of the fitting formula. The empirical model ignores the
analysis of complex metal cutting theory, material shear,
and friction in the milling process. The process of establishing the empirical model for predicting the milling
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force of end mills is simple and pertinence, which is suitable for the parameter optimization in the actual mass
production process. The establishment of an empirical
model for predicting milling force must rely on several
milling experiments. The accuracy of the prediction value
depends on the number of coefficients, exponents, and
experiments in the model. Table 1 shows the research
status of empirical model of aviation aluminum alloy
milling force.

4 Finite Element Model
In recent years, finite element method has become the
main tool of metal cutting process simulation [76–78].
The rapid development of computer technology has facilitated the wide use of finite element numerical simulation
method in cutting force modeling and prediction and
chip forming and cutting residual stress analysis. This
method has become effective in studying cutting mechanism and process optimization [79]. This numerical
simulation method is appropriate for the analysis of elastic–plastic problems, including the analysis of temperature-related material performance parameters and large
strain rate problems. It provides a new and more effective
analysis method and approach for the systematic and indepth study of cutting mechanism and improvement in
cutting quality. From the overall research results, most of
them focus on the research of cutting mechanism and the
effects of chip formation and chip deformation, tool wear
and deformation, and chip accretion on cutting force and
surface residual stress [44, 80, 81].
Ozal et al. [82] simplified the straight tooth milling
process by equivalent cutting layer simplification, simulated the milling force by orthogonal cutting model,
and verified the correctness of the finite element model
through cutting force experiment. Dong et al. [83]
obtained the change in milling force in the process of
helical tooth milling by establishing a 3D finite element
model of oblique cutting process. However, the model
also adopts cutting layer simplification and ignores the

characteristics of variable cutting thickness in the milling process. Huang et al. [84] also studied the high-speed
milling process of 7050-T7451 aluminum alloy and analyzed the influence of the tool rake angle, unloading
angle, and feed rate per tooth on cutting force by adopting three-factor and three-level simulation scheme. Man
et al. [85] proposed a 3D explicit dynamic Lagrangian
finite element model and verified the force prediction
ability of the model through the milling force data of aviation aluminum alloy Al7050-T7451.
Pham et al. [86] used the Mohr–Coulomb criterion
plastic fracture model proposed by Bai and Wierzbicki
to simulate the high-speed milling process of aluminum
alloy A6061, as shown in Figure 6. The predicted cutting
force is compared with the experimental results under
the same cutting conditions to verify the model. The
simulation results show that the accuracy of cutting force
estimation can be significantly improved by adding the
strain rate into the numerical model.
Gao et al. [87] introduced a 3D Eulerian finite element
simulation model of end mill milling process based on
ABAQUS/Explicit. The model is established by coupling
Euler–Lagrange method, which makes the chip formation process independent of material degradation or
continuous redrawing algorithm to realize chip separation. The process studied is groove milling of AL6061-T6.
The model has good accuracy in cutting force prediction.
The prediction error of comprehensive cutting force can
be controlled within 12%. Mebrahitom et al. [88] studied
the side milling process of 6010 aluminum alloy and conducted numerical finite element simulation analysis of
the side milling force by using the same method. Zhang
et al. [89] established a numerical simulation model of
3D helical edge end mill milling 7055 aluminum alloy
by finite element software Deform-3D. They also analyzed the influence of milling parameters, such as milling
speed, feed rate, and milling depth, on milling force and
milling temperature.

Table 1 Research on empirical model of milling force of aerospace aluminum alloy
Ref.

Materials

Milling tool

Lubrication

Milling method

Milling type

Factor

[65]

ZL104

Carbide end mill

Dry

Down

End face

n, ap, ae, fz, d, z0

[66]

7050-T7451

Carbide end mill

Dry

Down

End face

ap, ae, β

[33]

7050-T7451

Carbide end mill

Flood

Down

End face

ap, ae, n, fz, d

[69]

7050-T7451

Carbide end mill

MQL

Down

End face

fz, ap, ae, n

[38]

7050-T7452

Carbide end mill

Dry

Down

End face

ap, ae, n, fz, d, z0

[68]

7075-7351

Carbide end mill

Dry

Down

ap, n, ae, fz, d, z0

[70]

6061

Carbide ball end milling

MQL

‒

Cavity
Thin walled

ap, n, fz, d

[75]

2219

Carbide arc-edged end mill

Dry

Down

Hook face

n, ap, ae, fz, d, z0
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Fracture curve of A6061 aluminum alloy

Tensile stress-strain curve

Equivalent strain to fracture
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X No displacement
along Y-direction
Δ Fixed boundary
conditions
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Part 3
Cutting
tool

Comparison of simulation model

Workpiece

With strain rate

Without strain rate

Figure 6 Finite element simulation of high speed milling of aluminum alloy A6061 [86]

For the finite element simulation of thin-walled parts,
Yu et al. [90] applied the parallel motion load and rotation load to the tool model at the same time based on
the analysis of the position relationship between the
tool and the workpiece in the assembly model. They also
established the milling finite element model of the sub
cycloidal motion of the cutter. Ji et al. [91] established a
milling dynamic model for aluminum alloy 7050-T7451
thin-walled parts. They further conducted finite element analysis through ABAQUS software to obtain the
distribution law of milling stress and strain in the milling of aluminum alloy thin-walled parts. However, Wan
et al. [92] proposed a general finite element method to
predict the static forming error in cylindrical milling of
thin-walled structures. This method has the advantages
of discretization and flexibility of irregular finite element
mesh. The effectiveness and flexibility of this method are
demonstrated by numerical experiments on aviation aluminum alloy 7075-T6.
For aviation aluminum alloy micro milling, Liu et al.
[93] used uncoated micro milling cutters with different
cutting edge radii to perform groove milling on Al6061
workpiece. They also conducted 3D simulation and
obtained the simulation cutting force. Sun et al. [94] used
7075-T6 aluminum alloy as the workpiece material, analyzed the changes of milling force and chip formation
in the simulation process, and obtained the key process
parameters of minimum undeformed chip thickness to
study the mechanism of micro milling. Imania et al. [95]
used simulation algorithm combined with finite element
analysis to predict the dynamics of milling system, which

considers the influence of tool deflection and runout. By
milling 7075-T6 aluminum alloy with high-speed steel
helical end mill, the model can accurately predict the cutting force and 3D surface texture of low radial immersion
cutting.
Davoudinejad et al. [96] studied the machined minimum
wall thickness using a finite element model to improve the
understanding of the cutting mechanism and optimize
the machining of aeronautic aluminum alloy Al6082-T6.
Cai et al. [97] simulated the micro scale milling process of
aluminum alloy 6061 by combining finite element simulation and single factor experiment and obtained the influence rule of milling speed and milling depth on milling
force. Compared with the empirical model, the finite element prediction model can use the constitutive equation
to express the properties of the materials. The bond and
sliding models can be used to simulate the relative motion
between the chip and the tool. The tool in the finite element simulation is an absolutely sharp rigid body, but
the tool will have different degrees of wear in the actual
milling process as the cutting process progresses. The
machine tool in actual machining will vibrate due to the
“dynamic balance effect.” The finite element simulation is
conducted under ideal conditions.
The success of the finite element simulation prediction
model of milling force largely depends on the material
constitutive and friction models between the cutter and
the chip. The factors involved in the simulation of the
cutting process and the output of the results are shown
in Figure 7 [98]. Table 2 shows the comparison of cutting
process simulation software.
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Input parameter (I)
Workpiece material properties:
Cutter parameters:
The constitutive properties
Geometrical structure parameters
Pyroconductivity
Rake angle, flank angle
Specific heat capacity
Cutting edge parameters
Pyroconductivity
Friction coefficient
Specific heat capacity
Elasticity modulus

Input parameter (II)
Cutting parameter:

Cooling liquid:

Cutting speed
feed
Cutting depth

Coolant type
Flow rate
Coolant pressure

Analytical model
Numerical model

Simulation model

Empirical model

Finite element model

Output-Phase (I)
The basic output:
1. Cutting force, cutting temperature
2. Knife - chip contact length
3. Cutting depth
4. Plastic Strain
5. Stress, strain rate
6. ĂĂ

Output-Phase (II)
The secondary output
1. Tool life prediction
2. Surface integrity
3. Cutting process stability
4. Chip formation
5. Precision, burrs
6. ĂĂ

Figure 7 Factors involved in milling process simulation and results output

Table 2 Comparison of common cutting process simulation softwares
Software

Algorithm

Analysis

CAE module

Application

ABAQUS

Lagrange
ALE
Euler

Complex solid mechanics
Structural mechanics systems
Simulate the mechanics
Multi-physical field analysis

Standard
Expicit
CAE
Design

Mechanical processing
Metallurgy
Material processing
Civil engineering

MARC

Lagrange

Handle various linear
Nonlinear structure analysis
Modal analysis
Dynamic response analysis
Static and dynamic contact analysis

Mentat
Parallet
Hexmesh

Nuclear power
National defense
Aerospace
Automobile
Shipbuilding

DYNA

Lagrange
ALE
Euler

High speed collision
Explosion and metal forming
Nonlinear problems of contact
Impact load and material

Basic analysis
Kinetic Analysis
Nonlinear analysis
Heat conduction

Automobile safety design
Weapon system design
Metal forming

DEFORM

Newton-Raphson
Explicit

Environment integrated modeling
Heat conduction
Hot and cold molding

Data analysis input
Mesh division and redivision
Data transfer calculation

Forging
Rolling
Extrusion
Cold heading
Drawing
Moulding

4.1 Material Constitutive Model

The constitutive relation of the metal cutting process is related to many factors, such as strain, strain
rate, and temperature [99, 100]. Liu et al. [101] compared MacGregor, Marusich, Zerilli–Armstrong,
Johnson–Cook, and Usui constitutive equations. The

Johnson–Cook constitutive equation is simple in form
and widely used in describing the stress–strain relationship of ferrous and nonferrous metals at large strain rates.


 
T − Troom m
σ = (A + Bε n )(1 + C ln ε) 1 −
,
Tmelt − Troom
(2)
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Table 3 Johnson-Cook constitutive equation coefficients of aeronautical aluminum alloys
Reference No.

The coefficients
of Johnson-Cook

A (MPa)

B (MPa)

C

n

m

[84]

Al7050-T7451

391

684

0.00959

0.436

2

[105]

Al2007(100HB)

320.9

316

0.0228

0.209

0.9

[106]

Al6061-T6

324

114

0.002

0.42

1.34

[104]

Al6082-T6

428.5

327.7

0.00747

1.008

1.31

[107]

Al5083-H116

167

300

0

0.12

0.89

[108]

Al2024-T3

325

414

0.015

0.2

1

[109]

Al7075-T651

448.5

476

0.0012

0.3948

1.29

where T is the deformation temperature (°C), Troom is the
room temperature (20 °C), and Tmelt is the melting temperature of the material. A is the initial yield strength
of the material at room temperature (MPa), B is the
strain hardening constant (MPa), and ε is the strain. The
parameter n considers the strain hardening effect, the
parameter m models the thermal softening effect, and C
represents strain rate sensitivity, which can be obtained
by material or cutting test method.
Hua et al. [102] studied the flow stress characteristics
of aluminum alloy 7050-T7451 at high temperature and
strain rate through split Hopkinson compression bar and
quasi-static compression test. They obtained strain hardening parameters of the constitutive equation by using
quasi-static experimental data. Guo [103] proposed a
characterization method of mechanical behavior of processed materials based on the Johnson–Cook integral
model. The parameters of the model are determined by
fitting the data of quasi-static compression and machining tests. The quasi-static compression and processing
tests of 6061-T6 aluminum verify the effectiveness of this
method. Zel et al. [104] proposed a method to determine
the deformation behavior of working materials under
high strain rate metal cutting and used the evolutionary
calculation method to identify the constitutive model
parameters. Table 3 displays the Johnson–Cook constitutive equation coefficients of some aeronautical aluminum
alloy materials.

Chips

Cutting tool

ap

Tool - friction area on machined surface
Workpiece

Figure 8 Schematic of friction area in cutting process

4.2 Friction Model between Tool and Chip

As shown in Figure 8, two friction pairs between the tool
and the workpiece, namely, the friction between the rake
face and the flowing chip and the friction between the
flank face and the machined surface, exist in the process
of milling. For the contact between the rake face and the
chip, Zorev [110] argued the existence of bonding and
sliding zones. The normal and friction stresses acting on
the rake face are distributed along the rake face, as shown
in Figure 9. In the bonding zone, the shear stress is considered to be a fixed value, which is equal to the yield

Figure 9 Stress distribution of normal and friction stresses on rake
face.

stress of the material; in the sliding zone, the friction
coefficient μ is constant, which satisfies Coulomb’s law of
friction [111].
In the process of cutting simulation, researchers have
generally used the friction model:
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τf = µσn , τf < τmax , slip friction zone,
τf = τmax , τf ≥ τmax , bonding friction zone,
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(3)

where τf is the frictional shear stress; τmax is the maximum shear stress of the material; σn is the normal stress;
μ is the friction coefficient, which takes the normal value
of 0.1.
Nonlinear exponential friction model is expressed as
Eq. (4) [112]:

τf /τs = 1 − exp(−σn /τs ),

(4)

where λ is the material constant.
Friction model based on hardness is expressed as Eq.
(5) [113]:

τf = (Hv /0.07) tanh(0.07µσn /Hv ),

(5)

where Hv is Vickers hardness of workpiece material.
An exponential model that considers temperature is
expressed as Eq. (6) [114]:

τf = τf (Troom ) exp(A0 /T ),

(6)

where A0 is the material constant.
Model based on stress polynomial is expressed as Eq.
(7) [115]:

τf =

4


ai σ i ,

(7)

i=0

where ai is the multinomial coefficient.

5 Instantaneous Milling Force Model
A deep and detailed understanding of the milling force in
the milling process is necessary to ensure the machining
accuracy and improve the machining efficiency. Yun et al.
[116] established a milling force prediction model by fitting the coefficients of the model with measured experimental data. Desai et al. [117] established a 3D milling
force model considering tool eccentricity runout by using
implicit algorithm to calculate instantaneous cutting
thickness. Montgomery et al. [118] proposed a furrow
plough force model considering the friction between the
tool flank and the workpiece. Rao et al. [119] analyzed the
influence of curvature on the average milling force and
established a milling force prediction model for circumferential milling of variable curvature curved surface. The
cutting theory of Oxley has been applied to the analysis
and calculation of milling force [120].
Most studies at present use differential discrete form to
establish milling force model. The cutting edge is divided
into several micro cutting edge elements along the axis,
which are called micro element cutting edge or cutting micro element. The force acting on micro element

cutting edge is called micro element cutting force. Each
element is in oblique cutting state, and the total milling
force is the vector sum of micro element cutting force
[121–124]. The milling force model established by this
method mainly includes three parts: micro element milling force model, milling force coefficient, and milling
thickness model.
Accurate milling force model is essential for better
understanding of machining parameters and better control of machining output (e.g., surface error, vibration,
and tool wear). Figure 10 shows the process of establishing the instantaneous milling force model.
5.1 Uncut Chip Thickness

Instantaneous cutting thickness is another important
parameter in the analytical model of milling force. Instantaneous cutting thickness is only related to feed rate and
micro element position angle in ideal state. However, the
tool eccentric runout and the deformation of the tool
and the workpiece in the actual machining process will
cause the change in the instantaneous cutting thickness,
the instantaneous position angle of the micro element,
and the contact area between the tool and the chip. As
a result, the instantaneous milling force changes. The
change in milling force feedback affects the deformation
of the tool and workpiece.
Martellotti showed that the true path of a cutter tooth
is trochoidal and that the chip length in conventional
milling is longer than that in climb milling. Several chip
thickness formulas are derived by Martellotti, and the
most basic equation is expressed as Eq. (8) [125].

(8)

h = fz sin θ,

where h is the instantaneous chip thickness, fz is the feed
(in/tooth), and θ is the angular position of a tooth in the
cut. This equation for chip thickness is commonly used in
the analysis of the milling process.

The geometric model of milling cutter is established

Axial discretization of milling cutter

The model of micro-element cutting force in local
coordinate system is established
Through coordinate transformation, the micro element cutting force is transformed into the
overall coordinate system of milling cutter
According to the characteristics of tool and workpiece, the number of micro element cutting edges
involved in cutting is confirmed by geometric analysis
The whole milling force of milling cutter is
calculated by accumulation

Figure 10 Schematic of modeling steps for instantaneous milling
forces
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Eq. (8) can easily predict the cutting force but will
sacrifice some accuracy because it only reflects the tool
geometry and feed per tooth. Yun et al. [126] calculated
the uncut thickness by tracking the movement of the
tool, and the geometric calculation is shown in Figure 11.
Abele et al. [127] presented a method based on a stateof-the-art milling model by utilizing a different identification method using the instantaneous chip thickness. This
method requires only one cutting test at a fixed feed rate
and provides better results in terms of the average error.
Pang et al. [128] considered that the instantaneous uncut
thickness is determined by the angle position and tool
runout. Then, the cutting force and thrust are calculated
according to the instantaneous chip load. The milling
experiment of aluminum alloy Al7075 was conducted for
verification. Niaki et al. [129] developed a new method to
simulate chip thickness at low to medium cutting speed.
They found that tool path cannot be described as pure
circle path, but a real cycloid model is needed.
Milling is an effective technology to realize the manufacturing of micro parts with complex structure and
diversity of materials and has an increasingly broad application prospect. However, micro milling has a significantly different processing mechanism from traditional
milling due to the sharp reduction of tool size and processing parameters.
The first is the size effect. The tool in macro cutting is
considered to be absolutely sharp. However, the cutting
feed rate in the field of micro machining is equivalent to
the rounded radius of the cutting edge of the tool. Thus,
the phenomenon of rounded radius of the cutting edge
can no longer be ignored, which results in plough cutting and minimum chip thickness phenomena. Second,
tool runout considerably affects the cutting process.
Tool runout is common in the process of micro milling.
Tool runout is defined as the inclination of tool axis with
machine tool fixture and spindle system axis, namely,

Figure 11 Uncut chip thickness calculation geometry [126]
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tool angular runout, and on the basis of parallel, tool axis
relative to machine tool fixture and spindle system axis
radial offset, namely, tool radial runout. The abovementioned two kinds of tool runout will cause the tool center
to deviate from the theoretical position. The main causes
of tool runout include (1) manufacturing error of the
machine tool spindle and fixture system, (2) manufacturing error of cutting tool, (3) installation error of cutter, and (4) wear of tool in machining. Tool runout is the
principal factor restricting the quality of micro cutting.
The tool runout in micro cutting is equivalent to the feed
rate of each tooth. This condition brings serious instability to the cutting process and even leads to a certain
tooth empty cutting. Two-teeth cutter easily forms single
tooth cutting phenomenon. Therefore, the accuracy and
reliability of cutting force modeling are directly related to
the accuracy and reliability of cutting force modeling and
then affect the quality control of micro cutting.
Accurate modeling of instantaneous undeformed chip
thickness is a fundamental problem in micro cutting
mechanics. Li et al. [130] derived the actual cutting area
in micro cutting, considered the cutting path of all passing teeth in a cycle, and proposed a universal instantaneous undeformed chip thickness model. Bao et al. [131]
considered not only the cycloid path of the tool tip during continuous rotation and forward movement but also
the tool runout when calculating the instantaneous undeformed chip thickness in micro milling. Sahoo et al. [132]
presented an improved undeformed chip thickness algorithm by considering tool run out, minimum chip thickness, and trajectory of all passing teeth for one complete
revolution of the tool instead of only the current tooth
trajectory. Wojciechowski et al. [133] analyzed the proposed original force model, which considers the micro
end milling kinematics, geometric errors of the machine
tool–toolholder–mill system, elastic and plastic deformations of workpiece correlated with the minimum uncut
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chip thickness, and flexibility of the slender micro end
mill. Jun et al. [134] introduced the elastic recovery of
the machined workpiece and dynamic characteristics of
the micro milling tool to instantaneous undeformed chip
thickness model. They also acquired a precise prediction
of cutting force in micro milling operation. The size effect
has a certain error effect on the precision of micro milling force. However, the abovementioned researchers have
ignored the size effect. Rodríguez et al. [135] established
instantaneous undeformed chip thickness model for twoteeth micro milling operation by considering tool runout,
too deflection, size effect, and asymmetric cutting. Then,
the cutting forces were simulated. The results show satisfactory agreement with the data from micro milling
experiments.
Kumanchik et al. [136] developed dimensionless analytical expressions for uncut chip thickness, entry and
exit angle considering cycloidal motion of cutting tooth,
cutter runout, and uneven tooth spacing. The model
shows lower error in computation of the uncut chip

Fig.12. Tool deflection model
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thickness than the models developed earlier. As shown
in Figures 12 and 13, Zhang et al. [137] developed an
uncut chip thickness model for micro end milling. This
model considers the calculation of variable inlet and outlet angles caused by tool runout and deflection. In this
model, the actual instantaneous uncut thickness is evaluated by considering the theoretical instantaneous uncut
thickness, the minimum uncut thickness, and a critical
chip thickness related to the material removal mechanism. The results demonstrate that the proposed method
can achieve high consistency between the model and
experimental forces. Kang et al. [138] estimated the chip
thickness in micro end milling by summing the thickness of conventional and additional chip components and
then expressed the thickness by the Fourier series. Dib
et al. [139] proposed a method to determine the minimum chip thickness based on the influence of cutting
force signal change and tool radial runout on chip formation. The milling force of aluminum alloy Al6061-T6
was tested with uncoated cemented carbide micro end
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Figure 13 Trajectory of the (j-1)th and jth flutes in micro-end-milling process

mill. Wan et al. [140] believed that ploughing force is an
item independent of the uncut chip thickness in the traditional milling force model, which cannot be applied to
micro milling. Therefore, a new method is proposed to
study the effect of cutting edge radius on micro milling
and ploughing effect caused by uncut chip thickness for
establishing cutting force model in micro milling process.
The milling of thin-walled parts, such as girders and
aeroengine blades, is widely used in the aerospace industry. However, the geometric complexity of parts and the
extreme machining performance of materials are challenging the current manufacturing capacity. Wan et al.
[141] established a set of system programs to simulate
the peripheral milling process of thin-walled workpiece,
which integrates the cutting force module composed of
calculation of instantaneous uncut chip thickness, calibration of instantaneous cutting force coefficient, and
cutting process module composed of calculation of cutting structure and static shape error, as shown in Figure 14. This method can be used to verify the rationality
of the process and optimize the process parameters in the
high-precision milling process.
For the arc plate parts, Zhang et al. [75] established a
model that the instantaneous cutting thickness changes

with the change in cutting edge position when the arc
edge milling cutter is used to mill the arc plate. Figure 15
shows a schematic of the cutting edge geometry and cutting load of the circular edge milling cutter.
Feng et al. [142] discretized the ball end milling cutter into circular slices horizontally and described it with
a plane end milling model with different diameters.
The approximate model of undeformed chip thickness in machining curved surface with ball end cutter is
expressed as Eq. (9):

h(θ , z) = R2 (z) − R1 (z) + fz sin θ,

(9)

where R1 and R2 represent the actual radii of the cutting
elements at the same axial height. Imani et al. [143] considered that the extraction of instantaneous chip thickness from the accurate representation is computationally
inefficient. Thus, they used a modified Eq. (10) that can
accurately calculate this chip thickness at any angular
position:

h(θ , z) = R2 (z) + fz sin θ − R12 (z) − fz2 cos θ . (10)
Desai et al. [144] proposed a mathematical model for
calculating the geometric parameters of tool/workpiece
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Figure 14 Geometric illustration of the instantaneous uncut chip thickness

engagement and instantaneous uncut chip thickness during tool runout for curved surface milling. The model
considers the interaction between the cutting and front
tooth paths in the calculation process geometry, which
is more in line with the actual situation. Hao et al. [145]
derived a new formula of undeformed chip thickness
including tool eccentricity runout by using coordinate
transformation method. The validity of the model was
verified by milling aviation aluminum alloy Al6061-T6.
The influence of curvature on cut in angle, cutting angle,
undeformed chip thickness, feed direction force, and
normal force was also analyzed. Ko et al. [146] proposed
a cutting force model of ball end milling cutter based on
instantaneous cutting force coefficient. The uncut chip
thickness model of the model considers the tool deflection and runout. Wang et al. [147] modeled the effect of
tool runout as an additional machining feed, which produces cyclic changes in the uncut chip thickness. For
the tool vibration, the differential motion equation was
solved using the measured modal parameters to obtain
the real-time vibration of the tool in the machining process. Lotifi et al. [148] established analytical models of
three-axis and five-axis ball end milling cutter workpiece

meshing area and instantaneous undeformed chip thickness based on real tooth profile trajectory and machined
surface geometric characteristics. The parameters considered in the model include the inclination angle, lead
angle, feed per tooth, cutting depth, stride, cutting speed,
tool runout, and return angle. The milling verification of
aluminum alloy 7075-T6 was conducted.
According to the research in Table 4, the accurate modeling of instantaneous undeformed chip thickness is a
key issue studied by scholars. The instantaneous cutting
thickness is only related to feed rate per tooth and micro
element position angle in ideal condition. However, in
the actual machining process, the tool eccentric runout,
the tool and workpiece deformation, and the tip cycloid
trajectory will cause the instantaneous cutting thickness,
the micro element instantaneous position angle, and the
contact area between the cutter and the chip change,
which will cause the instantaneous milling force change.
The milling force change feedback also affects the tool and
workpiece deformation. In the conventional milling process, we can ignore the influence of tool eccentricity and
tool and workpiece deformation and calculate the uncut
thickness only according to the feed rate of each tooth and
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the micro element position angle, as shown in Eq. (8). Factors, such as tool eccentricity runout, tool and workpiece
deformation, tool tip cycloid trajectory, and edge size
effect, cannot be ignored because the diameter of micro
milling tool varies from 25 μm to 1.0 mm. These factors
further affect the prediction of cutting force and surface
roughness. For complex surface machining, the prediction
of cutting force and machining surface error is important because of the change in workpiece curvature along
the tool path. The complexity is caused by the change in
process geometry structure when the workpiece curvature changes along the tool path. Other reasons are tool
runout, workpiece curvature effect, and tooth rail interaction. Therefore, the accuracy of the spatial position of any
micro element cutting edge is required.
5.2 Micro Element Milling Force Model

Figure 15 Geometry of cutting edge and load diagram of arc edge
milling cutter

The research on this mechanical model is usually based
on the research idea of Martellotti in 1941, that is, the
milling force is calculated by cutting load [149]. The micro
element cutting force component in machining process is
expressed as the product of cutting force coefficient and
cutting micro element area. The concrete expression form
of micro element milling force model can be divided into
two main types. Type I assumes that the milling force is
a function of the undeformed chip section area and uses
a single group of cutting force coefficients to express the

Table 4 Research literatures on cutting thickness of aerospace aluminum alloy
Year

Conventional end milling

1961

Milling parameters [121]

1981

Feed speed [125]

Micro milling

Thin-wall
workpiece

1994
1996

Tool parameters [142]
Feed speed [46]

1998

Tool parameters [143]

2000

Tool path [126]

2001

Structural vibrations [47]

2006
2007

Tool runout [131]
Elastic recovery [134]

Feed rate [48]

Tool runout [132]

2008

Cutter/workpiece
deflections [141]

2009

Feed; penetration angle [127]

2010

Tool path [49]

2013

Elastic recovery [133]

Tool runout [145]
Angular position; tool runout [128]

2016
2017

Tool runout [117]

Tool runout; size effect [135]

2014
2015

curved-surfaces

Tool vibrations and runout [147]
Tool deflection [130, 137]

Tool path [129]

2018
2019

Cutting edge radius [140]

2020

Tool runout; elastic recovery [72]

Tilt and lead angles [148]
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shear extrusion and friction effects acting on the rake
and flank faces. Type I is expressed in the form of Ft-Fr-Fa
(tangential, radial, and axial forces).

 dFt = Kt hdz,
dFr = Kr hdz,
(11)

dFa = Ka hdz,
where Kt, Kr, and Ka are three cutting force coefficients.
h is the instantaneous uncut chip thickness. dz is the differential length in cutter axis.
The form is Fn-Ff (positive pressure and friction).

Fn = Kn dAc ,
(12)
Ff = Kf dAc ,

where Kn and Kf represent the coefficient of positive pressure and friction.
Ploughing force exists in addition to shear force in the
milling force component in type II, and the shear and
ploughing forces are expressed separately. Two groups
of different cutting force coefficients (shear and ploughing force coefficients) are used to represent the cutting
force [52, 150, 151]. The form is Ft-Fr-Fa (tangential force,
radial force, and axial force):

 dFt = Ktc hdz + Kte dS,
dFr = Krc hdz + Kre dS,
(13)

dFa = Kac hdz + Kae dS,

where dFt, dFr, and dFa (in N) are the tangential, radial,
and axial force components. Kte, Kre, and Kae (in N/mm)
are the edge-specific coefficients, dS is the length of
micro element cutting edge, dz is the thickness of each
element (mm), and Ktc, Krc, and Kac (in N/mm2) are the
shear-specific coefficients.
The form is Fn-Ff (positive pressure and friction):

Fn = Kns dAc + Kne dS,
(14)
Ff = Kfs dAc + Kfe dS.

The micro element cutting force model of the theoretical mode is a micro element cutting force model based
on a certain metal cutting theory from the perspective
of theoretical analysis. However, the modeling process is
complex due to the influence of various factors, such as
heat, force, and strain hardening. In the actual modeling,
several assumptions and simplifications are conducted to
reduce the difficulty of modeling.
Jayaram et al. [152] proposed a method based on type I to
estimate the specific cutting pressure using Fourier transform of zero-frequency cutting force data. The effectiveness
of this method is verified by cutting experiments of aviation
aluminum alloy 2024 with single blade and multi blade.
Wan et al. [153] established a unified method to identify
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the cutting force coefficient and tool runout parameter of
ordinary end mills (cylindrical, ball, and bull head milling
cutters). Thereafter, Wan et al. [154] conducted mathematical derivation and realization based on measured cutting force or Fourier transform harmonic. The modeling
method of cylindrical milling force with tool runout is studied systematically. Effectively calibrating the cutting force
coefficient and tool runout is considered. In addition, the
experimental verification of aviation aluminum alloy 7050
is performed using three-edge carbide flat milling cutter.
The abovementioned researchers have mainly studied the cutting thickness and milling force coefficient on
the basis of type I model and established instantaneous
milling force model, while type I mainly focuses on shear
force. With the increasing requirements for the machining accuracy and requirements of structural parts, many
researchers have argued that ploughing force exists in
addition to shear force in the components of milling
force, especially for thin-walled workpiece milling and
micro milling. A size effect that changes faster than the
milling coefficient, which is due to very small milling
thickness, exists. Thus, plough force needs to be considered. In type II, ploughing force exists in addition to
shear force in the component of cutting force.
Junz et al. [155] established the force analysis model
of shear and plough mechanism in end milling process
using type II as the basic formula. The analytical models of milling force in angle and frequency domains are
derived by convolution method and Fourier transform,
respectively, which are expressed as the superposition
of shear and ploughing forces. The results show that the
plough force in the model has good prediction accuracy,
and the Al2024-T4 is verified by experiments. Shirase
et al. [156] considered the stiffness values of spindle, tool
holder, and chuck and tool stiffness parameters, studied the change in chip load and deflection distribution
of each tooth cycle, and estimated the cutting force. The
groove milling experiment of Al7075 is conducted under
the condition of dry milling. Some researchers have used
the generalized mathematical model to analyze the cutter
geometry and establish the milling force model suitable
for various types of cutting tools. Engin et al. [47] used
the real kinematics of milling, including the structural
vibration of the tool and workpiece, to calculate the chip
thickness at each cutting point. The cutting force of any
end milling cutter can be predicted by integrating the
machining process of each cutting edge in contact with
the workpiece. The model is suitable for spiral cylinder,
spiral ball, conical spiral ball, bull head, and special end
mill. Gradisek et al. [150] described the external geometry of end mills as a generalized mathematical model,
which is applicable to various end milling cutter shapes,
such as cylindrical, conical, spherical, and nose shaped.
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Merdol et al. [157] studied the mechanics and dynamics of serrated cylindrical and conical helical end mills
using the basic formula type II. The abovementioned
researchers have utilized type II to build the model,
which considers the size effect, chip thickness, and tool
parameters. Later, some researchers have also considered
the vibration and cutting parameters. Wang et al. [158]
established a dynamic cutting force model for end milling based on type II with consideration of tool geometry,
vibration, cutting speed variation, tool chip friction, and
other factors. The accuracy of the model is verified by
cutting experiments on aluminum alloy Al6061. Desai
et al. [159] studied the influence of parametric machining direction and tool diameter on the machining geometry, cutting force, and surface error in cylindrical milling
of curved surface geometry. The experimental results
of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy are consistent with those of
computer simulation. Zaghbani et al. [160] established
a new milling force model for dry high-speed end milling of aluminum alloy. The proposed model only needs
to know the properties of the material and cutting conditions to estimate the cutting force in the milling process.
The model is suitable for the prediction of Al6061-T6
and Al7075-T6 aluminum. Rivière-Lorphèvre et al. [161]
improved the recognition algorithm for the effect of
radial runout on undeformed chip thickness. Two different types of tool runout tests are conducted on the
dynamometer. The simulation results agree well with the
experimental results, which can be used to predict the
cutting force under different cutting conditions. Matsumura et al. [162] considered that the change in milling force depending on the uncut chip thickness caused
by tool runout and proposed a cutting force model considering tool runout. The edge of the end mill is configured according to the runout of the cutter. The cutting
test of Al7150 is performed to verify the proposed force
model. Some researchers have argued that high spindle
speed will lead to the acquisition of cutting forces with
high-frequency components. The cutting force signal collected by commercial dynamometer is distorted due to
the dynamic characteristics of the workpiece dynamometer at high frequency, which exceeds the bandwidth of
the dynamometer. Therefore, the harmonic of cutting
force is amplified or attenuated, which leads to inaccurate
cutting force signal providing incorrect cutting mechanics and dynamics information. Kiran et al. [163] designed
and manufactured 1-DOF and 2-DOF flexible worktable
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representing the workpiece flexibility to compensate for
the abovementioned distortion in the cutting force data.
By using the reverse filtering method, the actual cutting
force acting on the tool/workpiece is accurately obtained,
the accurate measurement of the milling force of the flexible workpiece is realized, and the cutting force model of
dry end cutting Al6013-T6 is established.
The cutting coefficients of types I and II represent the
quantities related to tool geometry and material properties in the theoretical model, and the simplified micro
element cutting force model is called mechanical model.
The model is not bound by cutting theory and has strong
adaptability. Most existing studies are instantaneous milling force models. The type I micro element milling force
model represents the cutting force as a function of the
chip section area, where the cutting coefficient is a function of the undeformed chip thickness. In the process of
thin-walled workpiece and micro milling, a size effect
that changes faster than the milling coefficient exists
because the milling thickness is very small. Thus, plough
force needs to be considered. Different from type I micro
element milling force model, type II micro element milling force model considers the influence of plough shear
and shear forces on overall milling force separately and
assumes plough shear coefficient as constant. Instantaneous milling force models, whether based on type I or
II, are modeled by analyzing the milling thickness model
and the milling force coefficient. The instantaneous milling force model is derived as follows.
Using Eqs. (13) and (8) for derivation calculation,
dS=dz/cosβ (β is the spiral angle of tool. dS ≈ dz for convenient calculation. The end milling cutter is shown in
Figures 16 and 17.
Therefore, Eq. (13) can be expressed as

 dFt = Ktc hdz + Kte dz,
dFr = Krc hdz + Kre dz,
(15)
 dF = K hdz + K dz.
a
ac
ae
For convenient calculation, micro element cutting force
Eq. (14) is converted to rectangular coordinate system,
and its conversion relation is expressed as





− cos θ − sin θ 0
dFt
dFx,j (θ , z)
 dFy,j (θ , z)  =  sin θ − cos θ 0   dFr .
0
0
1
dFz,j (θ , z)
dFa
(16)
Substituting Eq. (15) and Eq. (8) into Eq. (16) yields


 dFx,j (θ , z) = −[Ktc fz sin θj (z) + Kte ] cos θj (z)dz − [Krc fz sin θj (z) + Kre ] sin θj (z)dz,
dFy,j (θ , z) = [Ktc fz sin θj (z) + Kte ] sin θj (z)dz − [Krc fz sin θj (z) + Kre ] cos θj (z)dz,
 dF (θ , z) = [K f sin θ (z) + K ]dz.
z,j
ac z
j
ae

(17)
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Figure 17 Angular position of the cutter’s flute

Figure 16 Geometry of cylindrical end-mill

respectively. The change in variable is used as in Eqs. (20)
and (21):

 2π
2z tan β
2 tan β
θj (z) =2πnt − j − 1
−
⇒ dθj (z) = −
dz.
N
R
R

Eq. (17) is simplified to

� �
�� �
��
�
fz

dz,

 dFx,j (θ , z) = � 2 −Ktc sin 2θj (z) − Krc 1 − cos 2θj (z) + −Kte cos θj (z) − Kre sin θj (z)
�
� �
��
�
fz �
dF (θ , z) = 2 Ktc 1 − cos 2θj (z) − Krc sin 2θj (z) + Kte sin θj (z) − Kre cos θj (z) dz,

 y,j

dFz,j (θ , z) = [Kac ft sin θj (z) + Kae ]dz.
where θj(z) is the instantaneous immersion angle of flute
number j.
In the determination of the total cutting force, the differential cutting forces are integrated analytically along
the in-cut portion of the flute j, as shown in Eq. (19).

zj,2
Fq θj (z) = Fq (θ(z)) = dFq (θ, z), q = x, y, z,




zj,1

(19)
where zj,1 and zj,2 are the lower and upper axial engagement limits of the in-cut portion for the flute number j,

R
dθj (z),
2 tan β

(20)

(18)



z = zj,1 → θj (z) = θj (z1 ),
z = zj,2 → θj (z) = θj (z2 ),
(21)
where n is the spindle speed (r/min), t is the milling time
(ms), N is the number of teeth in milling cutter, β is the
spiral angle (°), j is the jth spiral edge involved in cutting
(1−N), and R is the diameter of cutter (mm).
Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (19) yields
dz = −

θj (z2 )




Fq θj (z) = −

R
2 tan β


θj (z1 )



dFq θj (z) , q = x, y, z

(22)
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Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (22) yields


φj (z2 ) �

�� �
��
�
�

fz �
R


Fx,j (θ (z)) = − 2 tan
−Ktc sin 2θj (z) − Krc 1 − cos 2θj (z) + −Kte cos θj (z) − Kre sin θj (z) dθ,

β
2


φj (z1 )



θj (z2 ) �

�
� �
��
�
�
fz �
R
(23)
Ktc 1 − cos 2θj (z) − Krc sin 2θj (z) + Kte sin θj (z) − Kre cos θj (z) dθ ,
Fy,j (θ(z)) = − 2 tan
β
2


θj (z1 )



θj (z2 )

�

R


[Kac fz sin θj (z) + Kae ]dθ .
F
(z))
=
−
(θ

2 tan β
 z,j
θ (z )
j

1


�
��
�
Rfz �

F
=
− 8 tan
(φ(z))

x,j

β Ktc cos 2θj (z) − Krc 2θj (z) − sin 2θj (z) +


�

�
�
�
Rfz �
Fy,j (φ(z)) = − 8 tan
β Ktc 2θj (z) − sin 2θj (z) − Krc cos 2θj (z) +


�
��θj (z2 )
�


Rft

R
 Fz,j (θ (z)) = 2 tan
.
β Kac cos θj (z) + 2 tan β Kae θj (z)

R
2 tan β
R
2 tan β

�

Kte sin θj (z) − Kre cos θj (z)

�

Kte cos θj (z) + Kre sin θj (z)

��θj (z2 )
θ (z )

j 1
��θj (z2 )

θj (z1 )

,
,(24)

θj (z1 )

The lag angle at full axial depth of cut is calculated by
Eq. (25):

ψa =

2 tan β
a,
R

(25)

where ψa is the lag angle at maximum axial depth of cut
z=a (°).
The milling forces exist only when the cutting tool is
in the cutting zone, as shown in Figure 18, and can be
expressed in Eq. (26):

θst ≤ θj ≤ θex + ψa ,

Figure 18 Boundary conditions

(26)


 θ = π − arccos R − ae
st
⇒ for down milling,
R

θex = π
(27)

θst = π

R − ae ⇒ for up milling,
 θex = π − arccos
R
(28)
where θst is the cutter entry angle (°), θj is the instantaneous immersion angle of flute number j (°), θex is the cutter
exit angle (°), and ae is working engagement of the cutting edge (mm).
In each revolution, the boundary conditions for calculation of milling forces are illustrated as in Figure 19 and
can be expressed in Eq. (29):

Figure 19 Integral interval
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If (θj < θst ) or (θj > θex + ψa ) ⇒ Out of cut: F(x,y,z) (j) = 0,



�



θj (z1 ) = θst ,


If
(θ
<
θ
<
θ
+
ψ
)
⇒
cutting
st
j
st
a

θj (z2 ) = θj ,


�
θj (z1 ) = θj − ψa ,

If (θst + ψa < θj < θex ) ⇒ cutting


θj (z2 ) = θj ,



�


θj (z1 ) = θj − ψa ,


 If (θex < θj < θex + ψa ) ⇒ cutting θ (z ) = θ .
j 2
ex

(29)

By using Eq. (30), the predicted value of each direction
milling force can be summarized, and the real-time milling force during machining can be simulated:

Fx =

N

j=1

Fx,j (θj ), Fy =

N

j=1

Fy,j (θj ), Fz =

N

j=1


sin(βa )

Ktc = sinτsφc × √cos(β2 a −ar )+tan(β) tan(η)
,


cos (φc +βa −αr )+tan2 (β) sin2 (βa )

sin(βa −αr )
s
×√ 2
,
Krc = cos φcτcos(β)
cos (φc +βa −αr )+tan2 (β) sin2 (βa )


cos(β
−a
)
tan(β)−tan(η)
sin(β
)
τ

a
r
a
s
 Kac = sin φ × √
.
2
2
2
c
cos (φc +βa −αr )+tan (β) sin (βa )

(31)
Lee et al. [168] argued that the milling force is not only
related to the chip geometry but also closely related to
the arc length of the cutting micro element. Merdol et al.
[157] used the die to determine the coefficients of the
force model for milling aviation aluminum alloy 7050T7451 with serrated cylinder and conical spiral end mills.
5.3.2 Identification Method Based on Measured Milling Force

Fz,j (θj ).

(30)

5.3 Milling Force Coefficient

The accuracy of milling force prediction largely depends
on the milling force coefficient of materials. The recognition of milling force coefficient is the core of milling
force model. In the analytical model of milling force, the
cutting force coefficient is the most significant parameter
and must be determined. The milling force coefficient
represents the milling force per unit area in the cutting
process, and it is affected by the geometric parameters of
the cutter, the material properties of the tool and workpiece, and the cutting thickness [164]. In using the tool
discrete model and analytical method to solve the instantaneous milling force, the prediction accuracy of milling
force largely depends on the cutting force coefficient;
thus, the cutting force coefficient plays an important role
in the accurate prediction of milling force [78, 150, 165,
166].
According to the different identification bases of cutting force coefficient, the commonly used identification
methods can be divided into three types: analytical calculation method, identification method based on measured
milling force, and identification method based on surface
error.
5.3.1 Analytical Calculation Method

The method is based on Oxley cutting prediction theory
and Merchant cutting theory, and the shear slip theory is
applied. The cutting force coefficient of oblique cutting
is calculated according to different tool geometry models with the tool-chip area and shear zone as the research
objects. The analytical model of milling force coefficient
can be expressed as a function of shear angle φc, average
friction angle βa, shear yield strength τs, tool rake angle
αr, tool helix angle β, and chip flow angle η [167]:

This method is commonly used to identify the cutting
force coefficient by using the measured milling force.
This method can be divided into two categories. One is to
use the cutting force coefficient as a function of constant
or average cutting thickness, which is called the average cutting force coefficient [121,125,127,169–173]. The
other is that each cutting element has a different cutting
force coefficient, which is called instantaneous cutting
force coefficient [126, 146, 165, 174, 175].
Gradisek and Yoon et al. [50, 150] adopted constant
milling force coefficient and changed feed per tooth while
keeping other milling parameters unchanged. Linear
relationship between average milling force and feed rate
per tooth is obtained through linear regression analysis
to separate shear and plough force, and obtain shear and
plough effect coefficients. Kang and Yin et al. [176–178]
used the average milling force to calculate the cutting
force coefficient in the centralized cutting force model.
They also established the quadratic polynomial relationship between the milling force coefficient and spindle speed, feed rate, and radial and axial cutting depth
through orthogonal test method and regression analysis.
Campatelli et al. [179] established an appropriate mathematical model to describe the response characteristics
to explore the relationship between milling force coefficient and cutting speed and feed per tooth. Liu et al.
[180] studied the variation in cutting force coefficient
with axial depth, radial width, and feed rate. The modified cutting force coefficient is obtained by average milling force method. Yu et al. [181] studied the relationship
between cutting force coefficient and spindle speed and
axial cutting depth. The results show that spindle speed
slightly affects milling force coefficient, while axial cutting depth greatly influences milling force coefficient.
Liu [182] established the multiple quadratic regression
equation of milling force coefficient by response surface
method, studied the influence of feed rate per tooth,
spindle speed and cutting depth on cutting coefficient,
and established the local milling force model under
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different combinations of process parameters. Previous
researchers have mainly studied the individual cutting
parameters but have ignored the geometric parameters of
the tool. Kao et al. [183] proposed a cutting force coefficient estimation method based on stable milling conditions. The cutting force coefficient model is composed of
a function of the average cutting force and the geometric parameters of the tool (e.g., tool diameter, number
of slots, and tool helix angle). On this basis, Adam et al.
[184] extracted the cutting force coefficient of aluminum
alloy al6061-t6511 by average force and optimization
technology methods. Tsai et al. [185] studied the effects
of feed rate per tooth and tool diameter on cutting force
and cutting coefficient. On this basis, the cutting parameters, including friction angle and shear stress, are estimated using oblique cutting theory. Ozturk et al. [186]
analyzed the influence of spiral angle on milling force
coefficient by conducting Al7075 milling experiments
on five kinds of cutting tools with different spiral angles.
For ball end milling cutter milling surface, Tukora et al.
[187] introduced an algorithm for determining the milling force coefficient of single test without cutting geometry constraints. They also performed detailed analysis
and verification for ball end milling of aluminum alloy
AlMgSi1. The abovementioned works have mainly studied the relationship between milling force coefficient and
milling parameters. Meanwhile, Wang et al. [164] verified
that milling force coefficient is only related to tool workpiece material coupling and cutter geometric parameters
and is not affected by milling parameters through groove
milling experiment. Bai [188] expressed the cutting force
coefficient as an exponential function of the average cutting thickness.
The average milling force is used to identify the cutting
coefficient in the abovementioned literature, as shown in
Table 5. Although the forms of milling force coefficients
slightly differ, several milling experiments are needed.
Most scholars have believed that the milling force coefficient is mainly related to milling parameters, while a

few researchers have argued that the milling force coefficient is only related to the geometric parameters of
the cutter and is not affected by the milling parameters.
The researchers of average cutting force coefficient all
believed that the cutting force coefficient is a fixed value
under a certain fixed working condition while the change
in cutting thickness in some positions is ignored.
Some scholars have proposed the concept of instantaneous cutting force coefficient and comprehensively
studied its identification method to improve the prediction accuracy of instantaneous cutting force and reduce
the amount of experiments [92, 152, 165, 166, 191, 192].
Shin et al. [192] proposed a new method to determine
the instantaneous cutting force coefficient required
for process simulation through mechanical modeling.
This method considers the size effect, greatly reduces
the number of calibration experiments, and improves
the accuracy of dynamic cutting force and force signal.
Cheng et al. [165] studied the characteristics of instantaneous cutting force coefficient of face milling cutter. The
results show that the normal force coefficient is mainly
affected by the chip thickness and cutting speed, the
vertical force coefficient is mainly affected by the chip
thickness, cutting edge length, and cutting speed, and
the horizontal force coefficient is affected by the chip
thickness cutting speed, and cutting length. Yun et al.

Nominal Position Runout and
Deflection

Instantaneous Uncut
Chip Thichness

Contact Region
1.Edge Radius
2.Flank Face

Instantaneous Cutting
Coefficient
Size Effect
Workpeice Material

Cutter Geometry

Figure 20 Factors related to instantaneous cutting coefficient

Table 5 Model coefficients of milling force for aerospace aluminum alloy
Ref.

Cutter material

Lubrication

Workpiece

Ktc (N/mm2)

Kte (N·mm)

Krc (N/mm2)

Kre (N·mm)

Kac (N/mm2)

Kae (N·mm)

[189]

Cemented carbide

Dry

Al6082-T6

631

13

99

10

273

2. 8

[190]

Cemented carbide

Dry

Al7075-T6

767.01

27.7

168.8

26.6

222

Cemented carbide

Dry

Al6061-T6

243.77

7.53

113.5

7.83

‒

0.7

[160]
[160]

Cemented carbide

Dry

Al7075-T6

600.46

17.9

180.96

20.42

Cemented carbide

mql

AlMgSi0.5

561.2

204.3

194.4

16.2

6.7

Cemented carbide

Dry

Al7050-T7451

23.4

35.16

‒

2.2

[157]

‒

‒

[150]

‒

‒

[156]

High-speed steel

Dry

Al7075

951.365

11.115

262.597

11.314

323.33

1.105

[47]

Cemented carbide

Dry

Al7075

1319.41

19.65

788.83

26.77

48.75

2.05

‒

0
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[116] believed that the cutting force coefficient is only
affected by the thickness of uncut chips. The instantaneous unchipped thickness is estimated by tracking the
movement of tool center position, and the cutting force
coefficient is determined by the unchipped thickness.
The abovementioned researchers have mainly considered
the size effect into the instantaneous cutting thickness
and then studied the relationship between the instantaneous cutting force coefficient and the cutting thickness
while the error caused by the tool deflection and the running out is ignored. Ko et al. [174] calculated the relationship between instantaneous uncut thickness and cutting
coefficient by tracking the changes in tool center position
with feed rate, tool deflection, and runout. Thereafter, Ko
et al. [175] proposed a method to estimate the instantaneous cutting force coefficient of ball end milling cutter.
According to the relationship between instantaneous
uncut chip thickness and instantaneous cutting force,
the instantaneous cutting force coefficient is derived
using the cutting force model considering deflection and
runout. The factors related to the instantaneous milling
force coefficient are shown in Figure 20.
Wan et al. [191] proposed three calibration methods for instantaneous cutting force coefficient and tool
runout parameter in cylindrical milling and analyzed and
verified the different parameters of instantaneous milling
force coefficient model. Then, Wan et al. [193] expressed
the instantaneous milling force coefficient as an exponential function of instantaneous uncut chip thickness. Ning
et al. [194] described the milling force coefficient as a
power function of instantaneous undeformed chip thickness. The model can be used to predict the cutting force
of aviation aluminum alloy 6061, and the accuracy of the
prediction model is between 3% and 10%. The research
on instantaneous cutting force coefficient has mainly
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focused on the relationship between instantaneous cutting force coefficient and cutting thickness and then considered the error caused by size effect, tool deflection,
and runout to improve the accuracy of instantaneous
cutting force to a certain extent. Average and instantaneous cutting force coefficients need a certain number
of experiments to provide data support, and some even
require several orthogonal experiments.
Adetoro et al. [51] introduced an efficient and accurate numerical tool for simulation of cutting process
and determination of average and instantaneous milling force coefficients, as shown in Figure 21. The main
advantage of this method over other available methods
is that no experimental calibration is needed. The milling
force coefficient is obtained by the least square method,
and the milling force is predicted by the evaluation coefficient. The results agree well with the experimental
results, and the accuracy is satisfactory.
This kind of simulation provides data support regardless whether the simulation is conducted in the ideal
machining environment. However, the measured cutting
force will change to a certain extent in the actual cutting
process due to tool wear, deflection, and runout.
5.3.3 Identification Method Based on Surface Error

In the process of milling, the bending deformation of
tool and workpiece will occur under the action of milling force and will be recorded on the workpiece surface,
which also provides another possible way to identify the
cutting force coefficient.

Cutting test
Cutting the master test piece
Data gathering
Measuring the surface error of
all controlled strips
Analysis
Calculating the cutting force
coefficients for all different
cutting conditions
Generation
Generating the fit funtions for
KT and KR

Figure 21 Steps for estimating average cutting force coefficients

Figure 22 Process of identifying the cutting force coefficients
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Tsai et al. [195] used the surface error of thin-walled
workpiece to provide the identification method of milling force coefficient. Kim and Xu [196, 197] identified the
cutting force coefficient according to the surface error of
“slender” tool when machining workpiece. As shown in
Figure 22, Dotcheva et al. [198] believed that tool deviation caused by milling force is the main factor of surface
error. Under the same cutting conditions, the two aluminum alloy 6082 metal plates are cut. The axial cutting
depth varies with the height of the metal plate. Therefore,
the resulting surface error represents the deviation of the
cutter when the cutting axial depth is equal to the strip
of the cutter’s basic axial disk. The size effect is considered when generating a function of the cutting force coefficient. This method overcomes the problem of analyzing
and calculating the relationship between the measured
value of milling force and the instantaneous chip thickness in the process of determining the traditional cutting
force coefficient. The new method provides the instantaneous cutting force coefficient that is independent of the
cutting operation geometry for the simulation process.
The calculated results of the new cutting force coefficient agree well with the measured surface errors. However, the feedback of tool deformation on milling force is
ignored.
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All the abovementioned studies have assumed that
the surface error of the workpiece is mainly caused by
the deformation of the workpiece and the tool. In this
method, the surface error caused by other factors can
be nearly ignored compared with the deformation of
the workpiece and the tool during the thin-walled workpiece processing. The cutting force coefficient can also be
accurately identified. However, the surface error caused
by neglecting the accuracy of machine tool in machining non-thin-walled parts greatly affects the accuracy of
identification, which is also the reason why the method
has not been used in practice.
Table 6 shows the research on milling force coefficient.
From the abovementioned analysis, the milling edge of
the milling tool in the analytic method is more complex
in practical application, using the formula of the analytical calculation method is more cumbersome, and the
results have large deviation from the actual situation.
The measured milling force is a commonly used
method to identify the milling force coefficient and has
attracted the attention of many scholars. As mentioned
earlier, several milling experiments are required although
the expression forms of milling force coefficient slightly
differ. The milling force coefficient is assumed to be
a function of the average chip thickness and is determined using the measured average force data. In these

Table 6 Literature on milling force coefficient
Year Analytical method

Identification method based on actual milling force
Average cutting force coefficient

Instantaneous cutting force coefficient

Workpiece surface error
identification method

1985 Tool parameters [167]
1995 Tool parameters [168]

Helix angle [183]

1997

Cutting force signals [165]

1999

Cutting system deflections [195]

2001

Chip flow angle [116]

2002

Feed; cutter deflection; cutter runout.
[174]

2003 Tool parameters [157] Tool parameters [150]
2004

Cutter flexibility [196, 197]
Deflection; runout [175]

2007

Cutting depth [176, 177]

2008

Milling parameters [188, 199]

2009 Tool parameters [178]

Cutter deflection [198]
Cutter runout [191]
ALE formulation Cutter runout [51, 154]

2011

Cutting geometry [187]

2012

Feed per tooth and cutting speed [179]

2014

Milling parameters [164, 183]

2015

Optimization technique [184, 185]

2016

Material data [200]

2018

Axial depth; radial width; feed rate [180,
181, 201]

2020

Feed per tooth; spindle speed; cutting
depth [182]

Chip thickness [194]
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models, accurately predicting the chip force component
at the peak or valley position is difficult because of the
great difference between the average and instantaneous
chip thicknesses. When the instantaneous cutting force
coefficient is expressed as an exponential function of the
instantaneous cutting thickness, the prediction accuracy
of the instantaneous milling force can be improved and
the experimental amount of the identification of the cutting coefficient can be reduced. If a large error exists in
the measurement of the instantaneous milling force or
the calculation error of the instantaneous milling thickness, then obtaining a reliable milling force coefficient is
difficult, especially near the cutting position of the cutter. The size effect of the milling force coefficient is more
prominent because the instantaneous milling force and
the instantaneous cutting thickness are very small. In
thin-walled workpiece or micro milling process, the
identification method of cutting force coefficient is indicated using the surface error of thin-walled workpiece
processing. The surface error caused by other factors in
thin-walled workpiece processing can be ignored compared with the deformation of the workpiece and cutter,
and the cutting force coefficient can be identified more
accurately.

6 Discussion
6.1 Summary and Existing Problems

Aeronautical aluminum alloy is widely used in automobile industry, aviation industry, precision instrument,
and machinery industry because of its low density, light
weight, good corrosion resistance, and excellent comprehensive performance. However, this material easily deforms under the action of cutting force because of
its poor structural rigidity, and this deformation results
in poor machining accuracy and surface quality. Therefore, this study analyzes the current situation of aviation
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aluminum alloy milling force model. According to the
analysis of the abovementioned milling force modeling
method, the empirical model mainly considers the influence of cutting parameters, such as cutting speed, feed
per tooth, axial cutting depth, and radial cutting depth on
milling force. Then, this model obtains the final empirical formula through Taguchi orthogonal experiment.
The model needs several experiments to collect a large
number of experimental data, which cannot reflect the
changing law of cutting force with tool movement in
the cutting process, as shown in Figure 23. The empirical model ignores the analysis of complex metal cutting
theory, material shear, and friction in the milling process.
The establishment of an empirical model for predicting
milling force must rely on several milling experiments,
and the accuracy of the prediction value depends on the
number of coefficients, exponents, and experiments in
the model. Figure 24 shows the analysis structure of milling force model.
Application of empirical model:
(1) The relationship between milling parameters and
milling force is described without considering the
material removal mechanism.
(2) The process of establishing the empirical model for
predicting the milling force of end mills is simple
and pertinence, which is suitable for the parameter
optimization in the actual mass production process.
(3) The milling force predicted by the empirical
model ignores the errors caused by tool runout,
tool eccentricity runout, and size effect. Thus, it is
unsuitable for thin-walled workpiece milling and
micro milling.
Compared with other methods, the finite element
simulation technology can effectively save time and

Figure 23 The predictive data forms of empirical model and instantaneous milling force model [68,148]
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Figure 24 Analysis diagram of milling force model

reduce the number of repeated tests and the processing cost. It has the advantages that traditional analytical and experimental methods have difficulty achieving.
The finite element prediction model uses the constitutive equation to express the properties of the materials
used. The bond and sliding models are used to simulate
the relative motion between the chip and the tool, which
can form the nonlinear boundary conditions on the chip
surface. Apart from cutting force and chip geometry,
stress distribution and temperature distribution can also
be obtained. However, some inherent errors exist in the
measurement system. Finite element model simulation
must be performed with the help of simulation software.
For example, the mainstream finite element software for
cutting simulation includes Abaqus/Explicit, Deform,
AdvantEdge, Ansys/LS-DYNA, and Marc.
Application of finite element model:
(1) In finite element simulation, the tool is a rigid body
with absolute sharpness. In practice, the tool will

wear out. Thus, ignoring the tool wear is reasonable.
(2) During the actual machining, the machine tool will
vibrate, and the tool will vibrate due to the “dynamic
balance effect.” However, the finite element simulation is completely conducted under the ideal situation.
The instantaneous milling force model is based on
the mechanical research of cutting process. Considering that the cutting process is a comprehensive system
involving multiple inputs and multiple outputs, a comprehensive cutting model for various cutting conditions
is established to reveal the cutting process, predict the
effective output parameters, and express the relationship between the input and output of the system. For
thin-walled workpiece milling, micro milling, and surface
milling, the machining accuracy is required to be high.
Tool runout, tool and workpiece deformation, tool tip
cycloid trajectory, and size effect should be considered.
The milling thickness model and milling force coefficient
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of instantaneous milling force model can consider these
factors.
Application of instantaneous milling force model:
(1) Type I micro element milling force model is suitable
for conventional milling, while type II micro element milling force model is needed for thin-walled
workpiece milling and micro milling.
(2) The instantaneous milling thickness is established
according to the feed rate of each tooth and the
position of micro element. However, for micro milling, the eccentric runout of cutter, deformation of
tool and workpiece, and size effect should be considered; for surface milling, the analytical model of
milling thickness is established mainly according to
the real tooth profile trajectory and the geometric
characteristics of the machined surface. However,
the milling parameters, such as inclination angle,
lead angle, feed per tooth, cutting depth, cutting
speed, and tool runout, are also affecting factors of
the accuracy of milling thickness model.
(3) In thin-walled workpiece or micro milling, the
identification method of milling force coefficient is
given using the surface error of thin-walled workpiece, which can accurately identify the cutting
force coefficient. However, the surface error caused
by neglecting the accuracy of the machine tool
greatly affects the accuracy of the identification.
This method is commonly used to identify the cutting force coefficient by using the measured milling
force. The instantaneous cutting force coefficient is
expressed as an exponential function of the instantaneous cutting thickness, which can improve the
prediction accuracy of the instantaneous milling
force.
6.2 Future Work

In view of the existing problems, this study puts forward
the following aspects of research on milling force model:
High-speed milling is adopted for the thin-walled
structure of large aviation with large cutting depth,
and this method easily produces high residual stress
on the workpiece surface. Milling force is an important affecting factor of the distribution of residual
stress in milling process. The residual stress should
be analyzed under this particular condition.
In the process of establishing the instantaneous
milling force model, most researchers have mainly
focused on one or two factors, and milling force is
the result of multiparameter coupling, especially for
micro milling and complex surface machining. The
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modeling of milling force should comprehensively
consider multiple factors (e.g., milling parameters,
lubrication conditions, tool eccentric runout, tool
and workpiece deformation, and size effect).
Different numerical, analytical and experimental
methods have been applied. However, the database
needs further development to include new workpiece materials, tools (geometries and coatings),
working condition, and uncertainty quantification
for increasing its utility.
The stiffness of thin-walled parts is very low. Thus,
workpiece chatter easily occurs in the final finishing
process, which is an affecting factor of the machining quality of thin-walled workpiece. However, the
chatter of cutting tool and workpiece in the process of machining has been ignored in the current
research to simplify the milling force model. This
negligence affects the accuracy of milling force to a
certain extent.
mql and nmql are resource-saving and environmentfriendly cooling lubrication methods and are therefore widely used in milling. However, most force
models are established under dry or flood lubrication conditions, but few are under mql. Therefore,
the prediction of milling force under mql and nmql
should be further studied.

7 Conclusions
This paper reviews the research progress of cutting force
models in the traditional end face milling, thin-walled
workpiece milling, micro milling, and curved surface
milling of aerospace aluminum alloy. The research progress of cutting force model is reviewed from three
modeling methods: empirical model, finite element
simulation, and instantaneous milling force model. This
paper reviews the relevant papers and summarizes each
part in detail. The problems of cutting force modeling are
also determined. In view of these problems, the future
work direction is proposed mainly in the following four
aspects: (1) high-speed milling is adopted for the thinwalled structure of large aviation with large cutting depth,
and it easily produces high residual stress. Milling force is
an important affecting factor of the distribution of residual stress. The residual stress should be analyzed under
this particular condition. (2) Multiple factors (e.g., eccentric swing milling parameters, lubrication conditions,
tools, tool and workpiece deformation, and size effect)
should be considered comprehensively when modeling
instantaneous milling forces, especially for micro milling
and complex surface machining. (3) The database of milling force model, including the corresponding workpiece
materials, cutting tools (geometric figures and coatings),
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and other parameters, should be established. (4) In thinwalled workpiece milling, the effect of chatter on the prediction accuracy of milling force cannot be ignored. (5)
The prediction of mql and nmql milling forces should be
further analyzed.
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